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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpos of this study is to investigate the relat i onship between reading disability and defective articulation.
An

attempt has been nade to det ermine whether or not chil dren

wit h f unctionall y d fective articulation have difficul ty in
reading.

It is conceivable t h ta deficiency in one or several
areas of language development might impede or ret ard a chil d's
academic achievement and might interfere with his emotional
adjustment .

This study was , theref ore , undertaken, first t o

determine whether or not there is

differ ence in the r eading

abilit y of speech defective chil dren as determined by val id and
reliabl e measures , and the r eading ability of comparabl e chil dr n with normal speech .

Sine reading and speech are both

com_ nent s of language ski lls , and because communi cative ski lls
are of primary educational importance , the result s of this
study could prove t o be assistive in the t otal educat i onal
rogram of the speech defective child .
Secondly, this study was undertaken because of the widespread conflicts of opinion r egarding t he eff ect of unsuccessful
a cqui ition of one language skill upon other l anguage skills.
Although a considerable amount of research has been carried out
concerning the total inter- relatedness of language skills , ther
l

2

is st ill an apparent need f or furt her investigation of r elationship between speech and r eading disabilities.

This will

become apparent as a result of our survey of t he literature.
Related Studies
The l inguist i c abil i ties of school chil dren have been
examined by three major disciplines.

Educational research in

t he area of langu ge arts has cont ributed information concerning
normal language development, procedures for language training
and techniques f or remedial instruction .

Psychology has investi-

gated the relationship of various language abil ities to specific
personality traits and mental abil ities.

Speech pathology has

explored the effect of preschool language development on subsequent language growth and has contributed much t o our knowledge
of the r elationship between expressive and r eceptive language
skil ls.
In t he ,area of 113ychol ogy, Strauss and Lehtinen1 point out
that failure or partial failure t o master reading processes is
an experience shared by large numbers of brain- injur ed children .
Also, Dunn's r eview of the literature in reading, as cited in

1strauss , A. A. and Lehtinen , L. E., Psychopathol ogy~
Education of the Brain- Injured Child. New York: Grune and
Stratton, 194-=r:- p. 168.

3

Cruickshank and Johnson1 , has shown that investigators have
found that mentally handicapped children read below their ex2
pectancy or mental age level. Wood , in her discussion of the
child with language disorders, writes:
Every child with a language disorder needs special
procedures, all basically aimed at helping him organize the stimuli he receives so that he can
develop useful concepts . Dull and rote procedures
will not serve his purpose.
Reading readiness as a function of maturation in language skills,
(motor, perceptual, conceptual and behavioral) all of which involve the development of integration is described by d Hirsch 3
who

mphasizes the irnportanc

of evaluation in this statement:

A very careful analysi of the fineness of a
child's comprehension of language, his organization of sounds and words in spoken language,
his grammar, and rhythm and rate of speaking is
needed. His ability to cope with verbal abstractions and his facility in dealing wit h concepts
is also carefully evaluated.
1
Cruickshank, W. M. and Johnson, G. o., Education of Exceptional Children and Youth. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:-Prentice
Hall, Inc., 1958.
214 citing Dunn, L. M., nA Comparison of
the Reading Processes of Mentally Retarded and Normal Boys of the
Same Mental Ag , n Studies
Reading
Arithmetic in Mentally
Retarded Boys, Monographs of the Society for Research in Child
Developm nt; I nc. , 19, Serial No. 58, No. l ( 1954), pp. 11-31.
2wood, N. E., 11 Language Disorders; Maj or Barriers t o
Communication.tr School Life, XLlll (June, 1961),6.
3de Hirsch, Katrina, 1·Pr·ocedures for the Prediction of
Orton Society, Vlll
Reading Disabil ity. tt Bulletin _Q£
(May , 1958), 22.
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In her discussion of language as related to personality traits,
de Hirsch 1 points out:
Language is a means of self-expression and a
bridge to another human being. Language dysfunctions, thus, might reflect a disturbance of
self, a difficulty with interpersonal relationships, or trouble with the instrum ntalities of
verbal conununication.
Similarly, with respect to th developm ntal aspects of
language, educational studies have shown that language abilities
develop in an orderly sequence and are dependent upon each other.
Both Betts 2 and Johnson 3 support the thesis of the interrelationshd.p of these skills and state that a disturbance in on

facet

of language would not be expected without accompanying distur
ances in other abilities. de Hirsch4 also supports this idea
by stating:

Both the strephosymbolic associative disordered
and the speech defective child, as well as t e
other members of his family, frequently rev al
difficulty with the handling of all verbals
bols, spoken, written or printed.
1d Hirsch, Katrina, nniagnosis of Developmental Languag
Disorders. n Logos, IV ( 1961) , 3.
2B tts, E., Foundation -2.! Reading Instruction.
American Book, 1959. p. 318.

New York:

3Johnson, M. S., tt Factors Related to Disability in Reading. "

J ournal _2E Experimental Education, XXVI ( 1957), 3.

4cte Hir ch, Katrina, nspecific Dyslexia or Strephosymbolia."
Folia Phonia rica, IV ( 1952), 245.
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Betts 1 emphasizes that language growth in on

stage con-

tributes t o r ead iness f or the ensuing stage, and that if one
level is retarded , the succeeding skill will be impaired.
Seemingly, and in agreement with
In view of
abilities,
in general
in reading

B

tts, Johnson

2

says:

the sequential development of language
it would seem likely that retardation
language development and retardation
might be related.

Since speech is one of the first language skills t o be
a cquired, it is conceivable th:it the school subjects such as
reading, spelling and writing are directly related to the acquisition of adequate speech skills.

In addition, those subjects

acquired through reading and writing ( social studies, mathematic s )
can a lso be affected .

The literature ins

presents this possibility.

ech pathol ogy also

Van Riper 3 states that the speech

defective child on the average is retarded one year educationally.,
with extra expense for the school and frustration for the child .
In accordanc with Van Riper, Murray4 , in a study in which he

1
2

Betts, E., op. cit., p. 6.

J ohnson) M.

s.,

op. cit., p. 6.

3

van Riper, Charles, Speech Correction: Principles and
Methods. Englewood Cliffs, N. J .: Prentice Hall, 1954. p. 11
4Murray, E., "Dysintegration of Breathing and Eye Movements
of Stutterers during Silent Reading and Reasoning.n Psychological
Monographs, XLIII ( 1932), 273.

6

compared stutterers to normal speakers p-:.dr-ed with respect to

age, mental ability and grade.'.levelj found stutterers to be
approxima.tely on grade level below normal speakers in compre...:.

hension and two grade levels below normal speakers in rate of
silent reading.
Reading: Disability and its Relationship

!2 Art~culatory Defective Spe~9,,h

Much disagreement exists in the literature concerning the
causal relationship between reading disturbances and articulatory
speech defects.

Artley 1 ~bmits that where speech defects exist

as a cause of silent reading defects, an explanation may be found
in the fact that negative ·c onditioning to oral reading spreads

to silent reading, resulting in lack of practice and hence, a
lack of profi iency.

2
Monroe,
in her discussion of reading disa-

bility, states that defective speech may be considered a. factor
in reading disability, either as one cause of the ~eading defect»
or as the result of a common cause.

Monroe

3

elaborates upon

1Artley, A. S, ffA Study of Certain Factors Presumed to
be Associated with Rea.ding and Sp ech Difficulties. " Journal

of .§_eeech~ Hearing Disorders, XIII ( l948)j 359.

2Monroe, Marian, Childl'en .Who Cannot~· Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1932.

p. 92 .•

3Monroe, Marian, ttReading Aptitude Tests in Beginning

Reading. t!

Education, XLI ( 19 35) , 10.
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this point by saying:
Speech defects occur more frequently among poor
readers than among good read rs. Regarding reading and speech as language related skills, ability
in one might possibly be predicted by the others.
Eames1 concludes that both speech and r ading troubl s
are very likely to stem fr m the same basic defect.

However,

he states:
There is no general agreement about the relationship b tw en reading and speech defectiveness.

Artley 2 , in his discussion of factors associated with reading
and speech difficulties, states that difficulties in the l.ang?age skills are the r sult of an interplay among several factors.
He states that:
Reading difficulties as well as difficulti s in

arithmetic, selling, or any other area, are
usually the result of an interplay among several
factors. Such f ctors may be speech defects,
visual o~ auditory defects, lack of motivation,
improper instructional procedures, limitations
in intelligence and the like.

Wepman

3

beli ves that children delayed in their auditory-

di~ rimiP..ation skills aft r six years of age represent a

sizabl

proportion of the children who hav

defective articu-

1Ea.mes, Thomas H., '·The elationsh p o Reading and Speech
Difficulties.rr Journal of ~ucational Psy hol~, XLI ( 1950), 54.
2

Artley, A. S., op. cit., p. 351.

'3w

pmau, Jo eph M., 11 Nature f Effe tiv Speech in Oral
Reading. 1 Confe1'en e ..2!! R ding, ( 1955) p. 34.

8

lation and oral reading.

Hildreth1 mentions a number of types

of language difficulti s that r tard reading.

She lists in-

adequate or immatur motor co-ordination in arti ulation,
inaccurate articulation, inhibited emotional conflicts due to
speech defects that interfere with articulation in oral reading

and poor auditory discrimination of speech sounds.
J ohnson

2

states that a disturbance in one of the phases

of the usually orderly sequence of language development will
result in disturbances in other facets.

Sh concludes that

difficulties in spe ch might easily result in reading and
spelling problems. The conclusion of Johnson's 3 in e tigation of factors related to reading disabilities is as follows:

In normal d velopmental sequence 1 ability to
interpret language precedes ability to reproduce it. Ability to deal with oral language
precedes ability to deal with visual language
symbols. Hence, the order of development is
understanding of spoken language, speaking,
understanding pf printed symbols ( reading )
and reproduction of visual language symbols
( writing) • Unless success has been achieved
in one of these areas, attempts to go to the
n xt st p will be futile.

1ttildr th, Gertrude, nspeech Def cts and Reading Disability. '
Elementary School Journal, XLVI ( 1946), 327.
2

J ohnson, M.

s.,

op. cit., p. 3.

3Johnson, M.

s.,

op. cit., p. 4.
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Ham1 , in his study of forty elementary school children,

found that there was a significant relationship between misspelling and misarticulation.

In the discussion of his findings

he reports:
Since the spelling process can be hindered by defective speech, speech correction is seen as an
important factor in aiding the acquisition of
spelling skill. If, and this is a very tentative
hypothesis, there is a certain degre of direct
or close relationship between spelling and articulation. th same may also hold true for reading.
The acquisition of reading skill also begins in
the early grades , and could conceivably be aided
by speech correction in those grades.
Accordingly, Johnson and House?, in their study of forty- one
children with functional articulation disorders, found that
12% of the articulation cases had not only been delayed in the.

acquisition of speech sounds, but also were reported by their
teachers as having reading and/or spelling difficulties.
Auditory Perceptual Factors with Relationship
.E2 Articulation ~n_g Read~Abilities
Investigation of the auditory perceptual factors ( auditory
memory span, phonetic discrimination, vocal phonic ability) and

¾lam, Richard E., 11 An Inv stigation of the Relationship
between Spelling and Articulation. " Unpublished master's thesis,
Western Michigan College, Kalamazoo, Michigan 5 July, 1954. p. 46.
2J ohnson, M. and House, ·E., ncertain Laterality Characteristics of Children with Articulatory Disorders.r. Elementarx
School Journal? XXXVII ( 1937), 65.
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t hei r relati on t o reading and speech skills has shown much
disagreement.

Although research does not support a posit ive

r elat i onship between auditory processes and other language
skill s , many writers seem t o believe t hat one exists .

John-

son1 says t hat :
child who has audit or y discriminat i on di fficulty
cannot determine when sounds ar alike or unli ke
and he usu lly has difficulty in associating t h
sound with th printed or written symbol repr senting them.
A

Ha112 a l o ass

ed th.a

errors in speech sound discrimination

had some relation to articulation errors and that both wer
r elated to specific def ects in acuity.
esis , she studied th

To support her hypoth-

process of auditory abilities in f unctional

articulatory speech def ctive children and compared them t o
normal speaking children.

Sh

found , how v rj that:

Results of inter correlations in the study would
seem to indicat t hat abi l i t y in discrimin ti g
betw n sounds in complex patter n and r emember ing series of speech sounds is mor probably a
function of gener 1 intelligence rather than of
auditory acuit y. Functional articulatory spe ch
defectives as a group appear t o possess no
audit ry defi ci enci es to account f or thei r
speech.

1Johnson , Wendell ( ed .), Speech Problems of Children .
New Yor k : Grune and Stratton , 1949. p. 86.
2Hall , M rgaret , nAuditory Factors in Functional Articula. ory Speech Defects. '1 J our l -2.f Experim ntal Edu t ion,
VII ( 1938 ), 131.
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Durr ll nd Mu1•phy1 , in their investigation of auditory discr ·
ination ability and reading ability, also support the negative
relationship be een audito deficiencies and articulation
They state:

errors.

s no relationship b

o

en auditory analysis
of word lem ts and sp ed o articula-c · n, ac racy
of articulation, auditory acuity records or singing
ability. However, almost every child who comes to
a re ding clinic with a ~eading achievem t below
firs grad has a marked nability to discriminate
sounds in words .
Mang

2

in • tig ted th

hy

thesi...

hat one of th

causativ f ctors in certain fun tional d2fect-, is th

principal

pr enco

of some auditory d fici ncy or immaturity whi•h.

rmit0 continu d

def ctiv art:i. ulation b yond th normal period.

In his study

of five fa to s of auditory

-rception, he found:

Ther is a ·ignifi nt, but: low, partia.l correlation bct·reen phonetic rd- synthesis ability and
number of articulation errors.
Wensley 3 also made an investig tion of th vocal phonic or
word synth 3is ability of articulatory d fectiv

children a.s

luurrell, D. and Murphy, E., "Auditory Discrimination
Factor in Reading Readin ss and Reading Disability.fl Educationa Digest, XIX ( 1953), 15.
2Mange, C. V., nRelationships bet-ieen Selected Auditory

Perceptual Factors and Articulation Ability. t
S~ef:h and ~ng: Research, XXX ( 1960), 73.
'1vensley,

o. w.,

Journal of

ttAn Investigation Into the Vocal Phonic

Abilities of Children with Normal Speech and Arti ulation Dis-

order . n Unpublished mast r's thesis, West rn Michigan College,
Kalamazoo, Michigan, January, 1956. p. 36.
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compared to normal speakers of the same grade level.

The results,

in agreement with Mange's study, showed there to b

significant

differenc

in th~ synthesizing ability among groups of functional

articulatory defective children.
st:udy she·

th-t'

In addition, the results of his

to b ... a tr nd for normal sp king

hil ren

to perform hi" skill more p1-of ici n ·ly than the articulatory
defectiv_ childre.r1 of the same grad_ level.

In the area of phonic tr ining, Zedler 1 , in her study of

l li7 second grad

childre, found that spe ch sound dis rimina-

b:llity increases significantly d.th ph nic

tivc

Concluding her study, ah

... aining.

states:

cince ->pee h- sound di criminaticn plays an
portant pa
in many aspe ts of learning, and

-

since tl~ r sults of this study show t t phonic
. tr ining improves speech- sound discr:i.mina ion,

.regular training in phonics probably would influnce fa

I

l·

l

as

c ·s f le: ming in tthich

speech- sound discrimination is included, such as

rec ing r a in ss, independ~it wo...

speec corre~tion.

M traux 2 st did the

uditory m

at , ck an

ry span for speech sounds

of children with not'1nal spe ch and children with all types of

defecti e op--ech.

She found tha·t th,~ a 1dito1•y memory span for

1Zedl~r, E. Y., nEff .ct of Phonic Training on Speech- Sound

Discrimination and Spelling Performance . n

..11.. H ring Disorders, XXI ( 1956), 249.
2Metr ux , Rut W.,

11

Au ito y

of Speech Defec"':ivo Ch.i.ldr

'l

J ournal

S!!. ~Cl!!

emory Span for S

Compared

c

Sounds

with Normal Children."

Journal _2! Speech _E2 Heai~ing Disorders, VII ( 1942), 36 .
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speech defectives was lower than for normal speakers.
Specifically, in the area of memory span disabilities and
'
C'
1 reports:
allied di-orders,
~aunders

While it cannot be stated that all reading disbilities are allied with poor memory spans, it
can be stated with cert inty that all poor memory
pans are allied with difficulty in read g and
spelling.
It appr.'...ars, then, that the funet:onal articulatory defective
may have limited auditory perceptual abilities, and that these
abilities could be specifically related to other la guage skills.
S~eeql). Tra ·· in_g

Reading A • ievement

Som ex -rimental evidence can be found in the literature
concerning the possible relationships betwe
and reading a hievement .

Th small amount of

speech training
xperimental evi-

dence is inconclusive~ being both negative and positive in
fi.dings.

Jones

2

.

found that the experim ntal subj

ts wh

received spe ch improvement lessons improved signifi an ly in
sil nt r - ding achieveme..11t comp.:1red with thell' matched group

who did not re eiv this treatment.

On

the other hand, in her

, 1saunders, Ma.ry Jane, nThe Short Auditory Span Disability.n
Childhood VIII ( 1931), 64.

----

ones, M. v., ttThe Effect of Speech Tr.lining on Silent
Reading Achievement. n ..i!2!1~ £_! S~eql} and Hearing Disorders,
XVI ( 1951), 261.
2

14

1 found that speech im-

study of kindergarten children, Wilson

provement had a significant effect upon articulation errors
and other speech sounds not included 1n th

lessons.

speech improvement

How ver, she did not find that the speech improvement

lesaons had a direct eff ct upon the reading readiness ability
of these children.

Additional experim tal vidence, however,
2
does not support W lson' findings. Somm rs studied th eff cts
of spa ch improvement and

peech therapy upon the articulation

and reading skills of s ech d f ctive and normal speaking
children.

With respect to spe ch improvement he said:

Speech improvement wa effectiv in produ ing
significantly higher reading factor scores for
group of first- grade childr n norma in articulation and ~1zo for first- grade ch ldren with
mis rticulativn".
Since the eff ctiveness of

pee h :improvement in orrecting

errors in school hildren beyond the first grade has received
little investigation, Sommers 3 and his associates continued
their study

to the fr

ts of various durations of spe ch

1wilson, B. A., "The D velopment and Evaluation of A
Spe ch Improvement Program for Kindergarten Children." Journal of Spe ch~ Hearing Disorders, XIX ( 1954)i, 13.
-

.!!

2

Sommers~ Ronald X., "Articulation and Reading. tt
Sgeec~ and Hearing Disorders, XXVI ( 1961), 36.

Journal

3sommers, Ronald K., Ti£ffects of Various durations of

Spe ch Improv nt Upon Articulation and Reading." Journal
_2! S~ech
He ring Disord rs~ XXVII ( 1962), 59.

15

improvement upon arti®.latiotri. and reading.

the results of this

exhaustive study showed that children who were provided with
speech improvement both in the first and second grads made
significantly high~r• reading factoI' scores at the end of the

second grade than did the subjects who were not provided with
speech improvement.
ReadiF19: Abili!=..,y £~ Normal~
Defee ive ,SJ2eake£2,

A review of 'the investigations dealing with the existence

of differences of reading ability between normal speakers and
articulatory def ctiw speakers a,l so indicates disagr.eement ..
Bennett1 states that a child with a persistent speech defect,;

is seld•m a good oral reader.

However, he adds that the presenc.e

of such a defect need not preclucte adequate ability to intez,..
pret th~ printed page through silent ~eading. To emphasize this
point, Bond 2 noted that poor silent r~aders in general were not

differentiated by peculiarities of speech.

His investigatio.n

found the incidence of defective speech in poor sil.ent rea(.'.le.rs
was no higher than in normal o:r average silent readers.

In

¾ennett, Chester C. t !n ln.g,uj;:!( into ,Sh~ Gs.n~!.~ of .P.ooz;
Rea.ding • . Contr:ibu·tion to Education, No. 755, Bureau ofPublications, Teachers College, Columbia Univer.sity, New York, 1938.
p. 19.
2
.Bond ~

Guy L. t 1!1! Aud:i.~

Ch8;t:i\.S:~e1:;.sS:ie:s ;$£ P90;:

Contribution to"f~ctucation:1 lro. ~t;'73ureau ol J?iinl;i.cations:;
Teacifiers College, Columbia University, New York, 1935. Pw 22.

Readers.
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contrast, however, J ckson1 , in his study -found 22% of the reta~ded readers had
had spe ch d feet.

peach defects and 10% of the advanced readers
He concluded that:

Since th ests dministered me~s red the rte ·
and comprehension of silent reading and not oral
ability , it is noteworthy that r ading r tardation may occur on the basis of speech defects.
2

Moore, in his •investigation of articulatory defective ninth
graders and their

ilent reading ability, found that the children

on a whole were not deficient in reading ability.

The results

of investigations in which lower elementary children were stud••
ied are in direct cont~ast to Moor ' s findings. Gibbons 3

matched the scores of Gray's Standardized Oral Reading Test
of twenty speech defective second grade children with normal
speaking second grade children and found a significant difference.
In addi ion, he found the scores of the Monroe Diagnostic Reading Examination sho~ed that the spee h defectives average eight
tenths of a grade below their grade level achievement .

Gibbons

pointed out that this reading ret rdation of ei~ht tenths of a
1
J ackson , J ., "A Survey of Psychological, Social and En-

vironmental Differences between Advanced and Retarded Roaders.n

Journa~

Genetic Ps~cholog:ti> LXV ( 1944):> 127.

2Moore, Charles, ttReading and Arithmetic Abilities Associated
w,ith Speech Defects . " J ournal .2f SP!ech
Hearing: Disorders ,
XII ( 1947), 85.
3Gibbons, H., t 1T11e Relation of Reading Ability ta Skill in
Articulation. 1 Proceedings Americ n Speech £2!:rection Association,
1934, P• 11.

J.7

point of a school year was relatively great because the possible
degree of retardation was limited by the fact that th children
were at th early lev ls of academic growth. Also th results
of Yedinack's 1 study of second grade children show that children
with functional articulation defects are significantly inferior

in both oral and silent reading to children with normal speaking
ability.

In agr ement with the conclusions reached in Yedinack's
study, Moss 2 stated, in her study of the reading achievement of

second grade speech defectives, that:

It is evident from this study that speech defects
are a definite handicap in oral reading in the
second grade, both in reading and in the numb r
of errors made.

However, in disagreement with the studies of both Yedinack 3 and
Moss4 and after considerable review of the literature concerning
the causal relationship between reading disabilities and defects
in articulation, Robinson 5 says:
Articulatory defects have been associated with reading disability both as a cnuse and as a concomitant,
but there is no conclusive relationship between them.

1vedinack, J., "A Study of the Linguistic Functioning of
Children with Articulatory and Reading Disabilities." Journal
of Genetic Psychology, LXXIV ( 1949), 57.
2
Moss, M. A.,

11

The Effect of Speech Defects on Second Grade
Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXIV ( 1938), 654.

Reading Achievement."

3Yedinack, J., op. cit., p. 56.
4Moss, M.A., op. cit., p. 653.
5Robinson, Helen M., Why Pupils fill~ Reading;.
University of Chicago Press, 1949. p. 56.

Chicago:
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Summar2

2£

Research

This chapter has attempted to re ew the ix>ssihle relationship between certain types of reading disabilities and defective
speech.

The research reviewe

suggests that children with read-

ing disabilities tend to show articulation defects.

Als , evi-

dence support that speech defective children tend to have some
reading disability.

Similarly, many studies have shown that

possible relationship might exist betwa n the two disabilities
as a result of their association with each other.
Con iderable disagreement is shown in the research which
has been done concerning the oral and silent reading abilities
of speech defective childr n.

As we have seen, c rtain investi-

gators have shown that there is no significant correlation between
d fective speech and silent reading ability.

Other investigations

have shown there to be no significant correlation between oral
reading and defective speech.

On the other hand, some research-

ers have shown ther to be a slight significance between def ctive epeech andboth oral and silent reading ability.

However,

little is known as to what types of speech d fects were studied,
or on what basis the defects were det rmined~ and what specific
reading skill the tests actually measured.

In addition, there

is little experimental evidence reporting the relationship of
speech defects and reading ability in the upper elementary
grades.
In summary, this chapter has shown that there is no general

..
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agreement regarding the relat.;.onship between reading and defective speech.

Similarly., it has shown the need for mo1~e

research concerning the relationship between functionally
defective articulq.tion and adequate verbal reading skills.
is the purpose of -the present study to . p:r.•ovide such data . ·

It

CHAPTER II

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study is to investigate the word reading

ability as evidenced in eight, nine, and ten year old children
with functionally d fective articulation as measured by the
Wo~d Reading Test of the Wide Range Achi vement Test and to
compar

th ir scores nth matched control subjects.

As we have seen in Chapter I, many investigations concerning

language skills with respect to their interrelatedness have been
carried out.

These skills, as cited by Johnson

1

are considered

to be those of ( 1) speech, (2) reading, and ( 3) writing.

Re-

search has shown that it is conceivable that a deficiency in one
or several areas of language development might impede or retard
a part of a child's skill development or total academic achievement. Betts2 , in his discussion of language skill development,
submits that there are six levels of language
an individual must achieve.

roficiency which

He further stresoes that the growth

in one stage contributes to readiness for the :msuing stage.
Schneiderman 3~ in her research of speech and linguistic abilities,
1
Johnson, M.

s.,

nFactors Related to Disability in Reading."
Journal.2£ Experimental Education~ XXVI ( 1957), 3.
2

Betts, E., ,toundation .2E Read:jJlg Instruction, New York:
American Book Co., 1946. p. 6.
3Schneiderman, Norma, TTA Study of the Relationship Between
Articulation Ability and Linguistic Ability.' Journal.$?! Speech
2:;d Hearing Disorders, XX ( 1955), 359.
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,2 1

found that articulation ability was significantly as

iated

with high scor sin language ability.
Specifically, within the scope of reading and spe ch

skills, investigations have shown that speech defects and reading disabilities have a tendency to occur simultaneously.
Monroe 1 found that children with reading defects had many more
speech d~f cts and that ,d efective speech should be considered
a factor in reading disability.

Similarly, Anderson and Kelly 2

recognized the tendency for more speech defects to occur in
reading disability cases.

There is, however, a less certain

relationship when silent reading ability and oral reading
ability of spe ch defective children is assess d. Bond 3 has
shown that the effect of a speech defect is more pronounc d
when reading is appraised by the oral method than when it is
Jlt$asured by the silent reading method.

4

Bennett also submits

~onroe, Marion, Children Who Cannot Read.
University of Chicago Press, 1932~ p. 9 2 . -

Chicago:

2Anderson, P., Kelley, M., t An Inquiry into Traits Ass
iated with Reading Disability. Smith College Studies,!!!
Social~, XI ( 1931- 1932). 59.
3Bond, Guy L., The Auditory and Speech Characteristics
of Poor Readers. Contribution to~ucation, No. 6S7, Bureau
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New
York, 1935. p. 22.
B nnett, Chester C., .!!:! Inquiry 1!ttg the Genesis of
Pao~ Reading. Contribution to Education, No. 755, Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York,
4

1938.

p. 19.
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that a child with a persistent speech defect is seldom a good

oral reader.
However, he feels the spe ch defect need not preclude the
ability to read silently. In contrast, Artley1 and Gates 2 both
point out that speech defects may result in deficiency in silent
reading skills which were brought about by inadequate oral reading skills.
Although Gaines 3 recognizes that some relationship between
speech defects and reading ability can be suspected, she feels
that the amount of research done has been too small and incomplete to substantiate or to disprove any assumption.

With res-

pect to this view, she states:
The absence of reliable norms of speech adjustment, accurate standardized tests and the
unstandardized terminology and exact~types of
reading used as a means of comparison make any
deductions regarding the relationship between
defective spe ch and reading disabilities in~
conclusive.
The present study was undertaken first, because of the

general acceptance of the inter-relatedness of reading and
speech skills, and secondly, because of the apparent divergence
of opinion concerning the direct relationship.

1Artley, A. s., r.A Study of Certain Factors Presumed to
be Associated with Reading and Speech Difficulties.n J ournal
.~J2!ech 2.B2 Hearing Disorders, XIII ( 1948), 359.
2

Gates, Arthur I. , ~ . Improvement _of Reading.
MacMillan and Co., 1939. p. 398.

New York:

3Gainas, P., urnterelations of Speech and Reading Disabilit~es. u

Qua~terly Journal£! S2eeqh, XXVII ( 1941), 109.
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Rationale for Reading

Assessment Instruments

ch

Th average child achieves complete mastery of the speech
sowids during the early months of the seventh year.

West~

1
Kennedy, and Carr consider speech to be defective if articulation errors persist beyond the age of seven and one half
years. In th same vein, Roe and Milisen2 , in their study of
speech skills of school age children, found that maturation
eliminated many sound errors in grades one through three.

Thus,

with a child who has no known organic anomalies or central nervous system impairment, and who exhibits articulation errors
at eight years or older, we may assume that a. deficiency of
speech sound acquisition has occurred and that he is a fwictionally speech defective child.

With this as SJmption in mind,

a reliable diagnostic test of articulation ability was sought.
3
The Templin- Darley Screening Test of Articulation consisting
of fifty items which discriminated good and poor articulation
was selected.

This instrument was selected as the tool for

3west, Robert, Kennedy, Lou, and Carr, Anna, The Rehabilitation~ Speech, New Yo~k· Harper Brothers, 1937. p. 27.
2Roe, Vivian and Milisen, Robert L., "The Effect of
Maturation Upon Defective Articulation in Elementary Grades. u
J ournal~ SE5:ech
Hearing Disorders , VII. ( 1942), 44.
3Templin, M. C~ and Darley, F. L. , !h2 Templ in- Darley Tests
of Articulation. A Manual and Discussion of the Screening and
Diagnostic Tests. Bureau of Educational Research and Service,
State University of Iowa , Iowa City, Iowa, 1960. P• 13.
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determining the degree of defective articulation on the basis
of its reliability as reported by Templin1 . She reports that:
The test- retest reliability coefficients ranged
from .93 to .99 on single age groups for both
tests. The coefficients between the scores on
the word and the word- in- sentence test obtained
at a single session ranged from .97 to .99.
The test also has a high degree of validity as reported by
Templin and Darley2 • They state:
The correlation of the 50 it ms with mental age

and chronological age are .71 and .64 respectively.
The correlations computed at eight age 1 vels
between the total number of words and the number
of different words uttered by a child in a controlled situation and the 50 item screening test
were similar in magnitude .

At no age is the

difference between the correlations greater than
.06 and the mean difference for 16 pairs is .02.
Because there are many skills involved in rea<l.i ng, a test
which liminates all but the actual mechanics {word reading)
was sought.

The paragraph type reading test which requires

the child to complete the sense of a passage by writing words
was excluded because it measured comprehension rather than
actual word reading.

The oral reading paragraph type of test

was excluded because it provides too JM.ny contextual clu sand
encourages indi.;,criminate word guessing from clues provided
from preceed:ing and succeeding words in the sentence.

These

l.remplin, M. C. ttNorms on a Screening Test of Articulation
Journal _Q! §2Cech !!l9 l!,~ring

for Ages Three Through Eight . 1t
Disorders, XVIII ( 1953), 323.

2Templlnj M. C. and Darley, F. L.~ op. cit., p. 14.
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factors introduced in a test of reading often interf re with
th

actual skill being me sured .

Since the purpos of this

study is to test word reading ability, eliminating the context
and comprehension fran the reading skill required th
of a test of individual word re ding.

th Word Reading Test.
val "dity in

Jastak1 .

It

selection

The test selected was

s chosen for its reliability and

valuating reading as a motor skill, as reported by

H states:

In a tudy of 389 cases of seventh and eighth
graders , the Word Reading Test correlation with
the New Stanford Paragraph Reading Test is .81
and with the New Stanford Word Reading Test is
.84.
Synopsis

£!

Stud~

The testing of the word reading ability of children of

normal and functionally defective speech was conducted through
the administering of the Word Reading Test of the Wide-Range

Achi vement Test.

The evaluation of articulation ability was

determined by the

dministration of the Templin-Darley Screen-

ing Test of Articulation.

Subjects were matched according to;

( 1) age, ( 2) sex, ( 3) grade level, and ( 4 ) academic achievement.
The results were exptessed in terms of grade leve.l scores

as determin~d by the Word Reading Tast of the Wide-Range Achiev ma."1t Test.

1

These grade level scores were reached by converting

Jast k , J os ph, Wide Range Achievement Test Manual.
Story Co . , WiJ.mington, Delaware, 1946. p. 3 . -

G. L.
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the raw scor s into grade leve

scores as determined by the norm

table provid don the Word Reading Test sheet.

The reading per-

formance of the group of normal speaking children was compared
with that of th fun tional articulatory defective group of
chiddren.

The te1."'ffi nnormal speaking'' children applies to child-

ren who showed no articulation error~ as measured by the TemplinDarley Serening Te t of Articulation.
Th purpos of this study is to determine the difference
between the word reading abiliti s of the two groups in order to
find if a r lationship b tween word reading ability and articulatory defective speech exists.

Phrased in terma of the null

hypothesis, this study may be stat d as follows:
There is no significant difference in the grade
1 vel scores on the Word Reading Test of the WideRange Achievement Test between a group of normal
speaking and a group of functional articulatory
defective third and fourth graders.

III

CHA

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Subjec ·s

There · r
ty functi

sixty subj

used in this experiment:

t

thir·-

1 articulatory defective spe k' g <:?hildr n and

thirty normal speaking hildren sel cted from grades thr e and
four.

Eighteen third grade and twel · fourth grade arti ula-

tory def ctive boys and girls were tested and then match d with
their no:t·mal peaking equival nt controls.
matched a cording to:
( 4)

re

( 1) sex, ( 2) age, ( 3) grade level, and

cad mic achievem nt as

room te cher.

The children

vid need and reported by the class-

All speech defective subjects were select d when

their articulation index was less than the cutting score of 44
on the Templin- Darley Screening Test of Articulation.

A score

less than 44 indicates inadequate articulation performance

for all children eight years and older.
if his defective

No subject was accepted

peech was accompanied by an organic abnor-

mality or dysfunction.

No stutter rs who possessed articulation

errors wer used in this experiment.

See TABLE I for distri-

bution of Templin- Darley Speech scores .

Th following criteria applied to all ubjects:
subject was

( l) No

lected who· performance fell bl w grad

a evidenced and report c

by the classroom teacher.

level

( 2) No

subjects poss ssed organic speech disorders or stuttering.
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( ) All subjects were enrolled in the thix'Cl and fourth grades
of the Portage To~mship Schools, Portage, .Michigan, during the
spring semester of the 1961- 1962 school yAar.

TABLE II shows

the ager nge of the subjects u:;;ed in this study.

TABLE III

indicates the sex frequencies of the subjacts studied.

All subjQcts were test d individually, and each under the
sas.1-

ontrol cond,Jtions; thc1.t is, the same materi.:ils an l the

same instructions were used.

TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES RECEIVED ON THE
TEMPLIN-DARLEY SCREENING TEST OF ARTICULATION
Score

Experimental**

50- 48

0

30

47-44

0

0

43-39

0

38- 34

5
16

33- 31

l

0

30- 26
25- 23
22- 18

7

Control*

0
0

0

0

l

0

*Normal Swaking . Children

-kwFunctional articulator¥ defective children

I

j
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TABLE II
AGE RANGE OF EXPERIMENTAL ANO CONT.ROI,

SUBJECTS IN THIRD AND FOURTH GRADES ·

tx~erime~*-·t_~____co_n_t_~r_o_l_*_
'
Eight year& old-

Third Graders

Nine years old-

Third Graders

8

8

8

8

Ten year old-

Thiz•d CradQrs

2

Nine Years oldFourth Graders

3

Ten yea.rs old...
Fourth Graders

9

9

*Notmal Speaking Children
. . ~i'=Functional Articulatory .D efective children
TABLE III

NllM.BER OF MALES AND FErlALBS IN

EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROOFS FOR
THIRD AND FOURTH GRADES

=

=

1

Ex perimenta I1.'iifi
Boys Girls

'confro!fi

Boy~

~Girls

Grade Three

9

9

9

9

Grade Four

11

11

11

11

----------------------·--------* Normal Speaking Children
ffilFunctional articulatory defective children
-:::=
•.- :::::.
· ===x:-:::=======•="t:.==:.:;-=•==:;::,::::;:=•=:==:;::=e·:; : ,;;:;; ======•====::::::::==:r==
:z:;:·;
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:r~sses$Jnent Instruments

The test used to de-::e mine the presence of functional articulatory detects w, s the Templin-Darley Sct>een:tng Test: of lirticu-

lation.

Th_

screening test consists of fifty items printed in

picture for

on sixteen plates of the Templ'n- Darley Tests of
1
Articulation Manualu Templin reports the test- retest reliabili-

ty of these items ranged =:rom .93 to .99 on single age groups
for both tests.

These fi~ty test items also have a high d~gree

of validity as reported by Templin and Darl y 2 •

They report

that the fifty items co1'rel3te with mental ag,,,"'l and chronologi-

cal age at .71 and .64 ~espectivcly.

Also, the correL~tions

computed at eight age levels betweon the 50 items and the number
of words uttered by a child in a controlled situation showed a
differenc

of no greater than .06 and showed a mean difference

foi~ 16 paiz-s of • 02.

The adequacy of th

children's articula•

tion ability was determined by the use of a table of cut- off

sco~es which was provided in the test manual#

For the purpose

of this study, if the child fell below the cut- off score of 44
( speech age of eight years), his a~ticulation performance was
considered to be inadequate for his age.

LTemplin,- M.

for Ages Thre

c., nNorms

on a Screening Test of Articulation

'rhrough Eight. ti

Disorders, XVIII ( 1953), 323.

Journal of Speech

aring:

2
Templin M. C. and Darley, F. L.,
Templin-_RarJ..ei !£~
of Articulation. A Manual and Discussion of the Screening and
D!agnosticTets. Bureau of Educational Research and Service,

State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, 1960. p. 13.
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The Word Reading t.s

of the Wide- Rang"' Achievement Test

wa.s u ed to measure reading ability.

• e :readJ.ng test consists

of 120 10rd.., which must be read alo 1d to the exallliner.

test is an individual word reading test.
t

N _ Stanford Paragraph Reading Test

Stanford Wo1-d Re.;\ding Test i

The

Its correlation with
::i..; • 81

and with the New

is .84 as reported by

ast k 1 •

d1.ng range of each child was determined after ten consecutive word failures.

Any

mispronounci tions due to provincial-

isms, foreignisms, and arti uJ.ation errors were ace pted. as
_orr ct.

Only the incorrect responses were markede

A respcnse

was recoroed when an inc<)rirect reading occurred due to faulty

sequ nee of lett ~s or to ignorance or confusions of phonic
values or to improper strezs and accent.

The raw score ( number

of words correctly read) was then converted into a grade level

rating.

Testina £!:Q£edures
Th Templin-Darley Screening Test of Articulation was administered to all subjects.

Each child was shown sixteen

plates containing the fifty items used in the speech screening
test.

The child was asked to respond to th question regarding

the picture shown.

An

articulation error on the consonant or

1
Jastek, J ose_ph, _Wi~e Ran~ _Achiev:ment ~ -

G. L. Story Co., Wilmington, De-ia:ware, ~946.

p~ 3~

Manual.
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consonant bl nd being tested within the response word was considered a failure.

The children were given the following

instructions:

I am going to show you some pictures and ask
you some questions about these pictures . You
can answer them after you have heard my qu stion.
Do you understand? Okay, l et ' s begin with the
first picture .
Th Word Reading Test of the Wid - Range Achievement Test
was administered t o all sixty children.

Each

hild was pr -

sented a copy of th test consisting of 120 words arranged in
lines according to achievement difficulty and was given the
following instructions:
Lok at each word carefully and read it aloud as
wel l as you can. Begin at the first word and
read th words across the page. Read the first
line first , t hen the next , and so on . llo you
understand h directions? Okay, let ' s begin
with the first word.
Scoring Procedures
The scoring of the Templin- Darley Screening Test of Articulation was done in the following manner.

In order to determine

raw score, the sum of all failur s (articulation errors ) was
subtracte

from the tota~ fifty items.

If the raw score was

below 44 which is the out- off score for adequate articulation
of children eight years or older, the child ' s articulation was
considered to be inadequate.
In scoring the Word Reading Test of the Wide- Rang Achievement Test, a grade level rating was determined.

The rating was
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determined by converting the raw score ( number of words rad
correctly) into a grade level by means of a grade norm table
which is printed on each test shee~. 1 This norm table omits
raw scores 19 through 54 because the grade rating at these
levels corresponds to the number of the raw score.

Thus, 19

correct words gives a grade level rating of 1.9 ( first grade,
ninth month) and so forth up to 54 correct words which gives a
grade rating of 5.4 ( fifth grade, fourth month).
Statistical Procedures Used for
,Analysi.~
The reading grade level ratings for the matched pairs were
computed and expressed in terms of ;means and standard deviations.

The significance of the difference between the means

were expressed as ! values.

The standard deviations were com-

puted using the formula 2 :

S. D. =~
To determine whether there was a significant difference in the

word reading grade level ratings of the normal speaking group
as compared with the word reading grade level ratings of the
functional articulatory defective group, a critical ratio or,

! value, was procured.
1
Appendix A

2Smith, G. Milton, ! Simi)lifi~ Guide !2 Statistics £2! PS):'•
chology e.!E Education. New York: Rinehart and Co., 1946, p. 31.
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A 1 value is defined as the ratio of a standard deviation
to a standard error.

It measures the val idity of the difference

betw en two means by accounting for the p-robable amount of variation from thos means which might be expected to occur on the basis
of normal distribution.

The~ value , therefore, determines whe-

ther the difference between the meane of the groups tested is
or is not $ignificant.

In addition, translating the_! value in-

to confidence levels assists in determining the degree of significance.

If the_! value reaches a five per cent level of

confidenc, it can be aaid that the difference between the means
is

{:1

significant difference and that th ra,s ults could probably

occur again in ninety-five cases out of one hundred on the basis
of chance variations in sampling.

It can be said, also , that

if at val ue reaches the one per cent confidence level, in
ninety-nine ca$es out of one hundred , the ditference would
probably occur again if the experiment was repeated.

In addi-

tion, the greater the number of subjects, the lower the~
value needed to be significant.

This is :because a greater

freedom of difference in variation is allowed.

This variation

in freedom is called a degree of freedom, which is the number
of subjects used in the investigation minus one.

In other words ,

th~ greater the degrees of freedom, the more the deviations can
be scattered about the mean and still have a significant difference.
The f ollowing formulae were used to compute the standard
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errot' of the deviations and the t value~-.

Ma.-Mb

CfEO

1
Guilford~ J. P., Fundamental Statistics~ Psycholo_g£ and
Ed cation.. New York, Toronto, London: McGraw- Hill Book Co
pany, Inc., 1950 9 213- 4.

CliAPTER IV
RBSUL'l'

This chapter is cone rned
of this study.

Th

~th

e analysis

purpose of thi

f th result

exp~rimental research was

to investigate the word reading ability of functional ar'::ir!u...
latocy def ctive third and fourth gra e childr n as comparel
with normal speaking third and fourt

graders.

Appendix B provides the raw scores of the word reading
test at each grade level for the experimental and control groups.

Summarized in TABLE IV is the word reading ability for the ex-

perimental and control groups expressed in terms of means,
standard deviations and the significance of the diff_ren~e
between the means expressed as a ,! v;:i.lue.
TABLE IV

Table of Means, Stan rd Deviations , t value, and the
Difference Between Means, of Reading Ability for Exp r•imenta:t and Control Groups.

Mean
' Experime ta2
Number = 3CJ
**Control
N 'l.11\ber :;::: 30

4.30

5.08

Standard
Deviation

t value

Difference Between
Mean1 and Mean2

.25655

.88

29

d.f.

2.67

2.14

Functional Art culatory D~fectiv
**Normal Speaking Childr n
36
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As shown in Table IV, the means of distributions were 4.30
for th , exp r.ime. tal group a. d 5. 08 for the control group.
0

diff<~renc

£ • 88

A

wa,s found between the means of the two groups.

The standard deviation fo:r:.- the experimental group was 2.67

while the standa

deviation for the control group was 2.14.

A compa~ison of thes .. variables gave at value of .25655 w~th

w1~h

nty- nine degrees of freedom. According o Fi$her •s
1 value of at lea t 2.045 with twenty- nine deTable of .:!:1 ,
grees of freedom is required to be significant at the five
per cent level of confidence.

It is evident that the t, value

of .256 5 with twenty- nine degrees of freedom obtained in this
experim~nt is far less than the acceptable a111ount.
it can b

Therefore,

said that th difference in word reading scores be-

tween the tw

groups is not signifi~ant.

That is, the obtained

value of~ and the difference between the means on which it
was based could have occurred from chance \ariation of sampling
from the same population.

On the basis of this information,

the following null hypothesis must be accepted.

There is no significant differenc~ in the grade
level scor~s on th Word Re ding Test of the
Wide- Range Achievement Test between a group of
normal speaking and a group' of functional articulatory defective third and fourth graders.
F1"0m the analysis of th data obtained in this study, it

may be concluded that no significant difference exists between
1Smith, G. Milton, A Simplified Guid to Statistics, N w
York, Rinehart and Company'; Inc., "Ig46, p. b9.- - - - - -
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the word reading scores of a group of third and fourth grade
functione.1 articulatory defective children as compared to a
group of normal speaking th:i.rd and .fourth gr,s.de:cs .

It is i,n-

teresting to note, however , that examination of the raw data
indicates that several functional. articulatory defective &ubjects
had very low scores which were .inconsiotent with the perfo~nce
of t~e group as a whale.

CHAPTER V
CONCIJJSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS
The _s- value obtained from a comparison of word reading

abilities of a group of functional articulatory d fective
children and a group of nornal speaking youngsters was .25655.

A t value of this amount is far below the value needed to show

a significant difference in two v riables.

Thus , the results

of this experim nt reveal that there is no significant difference in the word reading abilities of th two groups.
Word reading ability can not spe.oifically be regarded as
a silent reading skill, nor can it be entirely regard d as a
skill of or l re ding.

Therefore, the existenc of no

igni--

ficant difference in th~ word reading abilities of the two
groups generally support the res rch done by Bond and Moore,
as previously stated in the r view of related studies.

Ho

ever, the re ults of this study do not ap0cifically support
their findings because both investigations found ther

to be

no significant difference in th silent reading abiliti s of
speech def ctive and normal spe king childr n.

Since this study

was concern d. also, with an aspect of oral reading ability,
the •results are in general contrast to the findings of Gibbons,
Yedinack nd Moss which were reviewed in the ch.apt r concerned
rlth related studies.

These investigations revealed that speech

d fectiv children were significantly inferior in oral reading
39
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ability as compared to normal speaking children.

However,

since their findings were based on tests of comprehension, and
because the present study's findings were based only upon word
reading ability, a direct contJ:ast to their findings cannot be
IM.de.

Within the limitations of this study, several conclusions
may be drawn.

As the results of the pI'esent study have shown,

functional articulatory defective children do not differ from
normal speaking chi1dren in terms of word reading ability.
Since this study concerned itself with only th actual mechanics
of reading ( word reading) and since it did not include the co

prehension skill or paragraph reading skills of total reading
ability, it can be concluded that there is no difference in the
actual reading ability of functional articulatory defective
children as compared to normal speaking c.1ildren.

On the basis

of this conclusion, it can be assumed that the total educational
p_ogram of functional articulatory defective children need not
differ from that of the normal speaking children, except to the
degree that it should includ

speech therapy as a tool to

eliminate the artic lation ettors.

From this conclusion, it

can be assumed that the speech therapy program need only to include the techniques usually presented in the correction of
rticulation erro s.

That i , the design of spel.:lch th rapy

woul no ne d to include special procedures evolved fl"Om
th ories of language disorders, as previously sugg sted by
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Wood-.
The most important :iJnpl.ication brought forth from this

atudy is the need for further reseal"ch into the evaluation of
oomprehension &kill and pattagraph reading skills as well a.s the

word reading skill in comparing the reading i;ibilit:ies of :functiori..al articulatory def ctive and normal speaking children.

Researchers might study the interrelations ip of thee skills
and~ also, investigate the degree of severity ( number of phoneme

error$) of the articulation problem and its relationship to the

word reading ability.

Limitations resulting from the pr~sent

study are first , the wssible lack .of accurate measures of

academic achievement, and second the absence of the measurement
of intelligence.

It iS suggested that researchers employ r -

liable and valid measur• ij of both intelliger1ee and academic

achievement when further ·nvestigations regarding functionally
defective a.rt·cuJation and r a.ding ability are made.

1wood, N. E., "Language Disorders; Major Ba~z,iers to Coro-

munication.n

School~' XLllI (1961 ), 5- 6.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
Sixty children were used in this study in an attempt to
investigate the word reading ability of children with functional defectsof articulation as compared to children with
normal speech.

Thirty of these were normal speaking children,

eighteen third graders and twelve fourth graders ; and thirty
were functional articulatory defective children, eighteen third
graders and twelve fourth graders.
according to:

The subjects were matched

( 1) age, ( 2) sex, ( 3) grade level, and ( 4) aca-

demic achievement.
The Templin- Darley Screening Test of Articulation was
employed to determine defectiv articulation.

The word

reading ability of all subjects was measured by the Word
Reading Test of the Wide- Range Achievement Test.

The results

are based upon the word reading grade level scores for the
normal speaking children as compared to the functional articu-

latory defective children.
Phrased in terms of the null hypothesis, this study may

be stated as follows:
There is no significant difference in the grade
level soores on the Word Reading Test of the
Wide- Range Achievement Test between a group of
normal speaking and a group of functional
articulatory defective third and fourth graders.
42
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The statistical analysis of the data expressed in terms of a
critical ratio, or~! value demonstrated that this null hypothesis could be accepted.

That is, on the basis of the results

of this study, it can be stated that there is no difference
in word reading ability between the experimental and control
groups.
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SAMPLE OF READING TEST OF WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST
A

to
eat

see

milk

cat

him

spell

animal
tray

felt

chin

plot

quality

residence

letter

then

himself

approve

xcape

block

lip

urge
theory

liminat
alcove

predilection

emphasis

repugnant

peculiarity rudiment ary

spuriou

dec isive

expugn

regime

centrifugal

soliloquize

inchoate

ingratiating
pseudonym
exophthalmic
regicidal

anomaly

irascible

enigmatic

humidity
aeronautic

luxurious

mosaic

coercion

oli garchy

idiosyncrasy

succinct
evansecenc

longevity
heinous

benign

pugilist

mitosis

discretionary
abysmal
mnemonic

exigencies

schism

pr valence

deteriorate

itinerary

covetousness aborigines

usurp

ethic

protuberance audacious

intrigue

bibliography

participate

recinded

unanimous

abus
imply

conspiracy

munic ipal

huge

exhaust

tranquillity

humiliate

aboard

size

grieve

ld

deep

split

glutton

thre

triumph

contemptuous

awake

collapse

contagious

contemporary

how

stalk

cliff

city

was

book

big

H

T

R

tr e

quarantine

d-solat

E

red

weather

b twe n

image

s

C

B

e~aciated

seismograph

misogyny desuetud

remiges
omniscience

vehemence
conduit
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APPENDIX A

( continued)

Grade Norm Table
1 - 0. 3

63 - 6. 5

84 -

9 ~7

104 - 13 . 0

2 -

6 4 - 6.6

85 -

9.8

65 - 6. 8

105 - 13.2
106 • 13.4
107 - 13.6

o.s
o. 7

- 1.3
- 1..4
- 1.5

70 - 7.4
71 - 7 .6

86 - 10.0
87 - 10 . 1
88 - 10.3
89 - 10.4
90 - 10.6
91 - 10. 7
92 - 10. 8

72 - 7 .8

93 - 11.0

15 - 1 . 6

73 - 7. 9

16 - 1. 7

74 - 8. 0

17 , 18 - 1.8
55 - 5.6

75 - 8.2
76 - 8 . 3
77 - 8.5

94
95
96
97
98

56 -

78 - 8. 7

3 -

4 - 0 9
5 - 1.0

6, 7
8, 9
10 , 11
12, 13
14

- 1.l
- l.2

etc.

5.7
57 - 5.8

66 - 6 . 9
67 - 7 .0

68 - 7,l

69 - 7.3

79 - 8.8

-

ll . 2
11.3

11.5
ll. 7
11 . a

99 - 12.0
100 - 12.2

58 - 5.9

80 - 9.0

60 - 6.1

81 .. 9 . 2

101 - 12.4
102 - 12.6

61 - 6.2

82 - 9.3

103 - 12.8

62 - 6.4

83 - 9,.5

104 - 13.0

108
109
110
lll
112
113

-

13 . 8

14.0
14.2
14.4

14.6
14. 8
114 - 15.0
115 - 15.2
116 - 15 . 5
117 - 15.9
118 - 16.1
119 - 16.4

120 - 16. 7
121 - 17 .0
122 - 17 .3
123 - 17.6
124 - 18.0

APPENDIX B

so

RAW SCO.!WS Oll

ORD RE.JWING TEST

OF TH&

WIDE RANGE ACUIEVSMEWl' TES
Control

Experimental

Gr up

Group

Score

Subject

Grade

3

38

3

46

x. w.

3
3

40

P. J.
R. S ..

3

•

3
3

64
50

38
4S
53

3

44

Subject

Grade

A. S ..

M. T.
R ..

£.

s.

n.

D,
D,. V.

31

3

53

3

B.
C.

3

:Ka

R.

3

S3
60
54

3

43

• H.
J. D.R.

3

23

C.
P.
T.
J.

M. E.

3
3

N. P.

5

35
33

31

x. c.

G. T.
T. N.
D. Ba
J.E.
J. L.
R. A.
T. M.
G. O.
X. B.

D. 'l'.

s. x.
N. P.

3

3
3

z

Seo.re

43
56

3

54

3

48
50

3
3

46

3

4S
47

3

3
3
3

58
56
47

,,
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Experimental
Group
Subject

c.

B.

D. N..

Grade
3
3

? .. K~

Control
Group

Score

Subject

Grade

25

W. B.

..,,

44

3

31

3

30

4

76

4

61
71
55

2e

44

B. E ..

4

48

J.

4

42

o..
M. F~
B. D.

D. s.
J. B.
J. B.
H. B.
L. G.

47
4

Sl

4

44

4

51
57

4

21

4

24

L. N,.

4

S. R..

so

4

78

l3a M.

4

32

n.

J.
A. C.
J.E.
M. W.
M. s.
T. B.
G. s.

4

Score

M.
G. s.
L. G.

4

47
51

4

61

4

J. P.

4

D. B.

4

43
47
58
60
48

s. T.

P. W.

4

4

4
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SCORES ON TEMPLIN-DARLEY

SCREENnm TEST OF ARTICULATION
FOR EXPERIMENTAL GROUP.

Experimenta l Gr oup
Subject

Score

Subject

Score

38

c. B.

19

A. s.
M. T.
K. w.

40

R. M.

35

E. s.
D. D.
D. v.
c. B.
P. c.
T. ](.
J . R,
J . H.
J. D. R.
M. E.
N. P.

38

28
38
29

35

36

37
36
27

26
38
36

D. N.
P. K.

B. E.
J . o.
M. F.
B. D.
D. s.
J. B.
J . B.
H. B.
L. G.
L. N.
s. R.
B. M.

34

38
38
34

41
42

35
33

38

30

29
39

40
29

